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enough of astronomy, geography and geology to serve his needs.
He has to feed his children and has, therefore, some idea of the
duties of man, and, residing as he does in the vast open spaces of
this earth, he naturally becomes aware of the greatness of God.
Physically, it goes without saying, he is always sturdy. He is his
own physician, when ill. Thus, we can see, he does have an edu-
cated mind.
But all men are not going to be farmers. Moreover, these
chapters are not being written for the benefit of farmers. The
question is, what should those who have gone into business or some
similar profession do in this regard? The farmer's life has been
described at some length in order that we may find a rational answer
to this problem, that we who are not farmers can arrange our way
of life somewhat on the pattern of his and that we may realize that,
in so far as our manner of living differs from the farmer's, we would
enjoy poorer health. We can conclude from a farmer's way of
living that a man should do physical work for eight hours a day and
that of a kind that would stimulate our mental powers in the very
process of doing it. Now, merchants and others certainly obtain
mental exercise in the course of their work, but this is one-sided.
A business man does not know astronomy or geography or history,
as the farmer does. He may be able to judge about movements of
prices and may be proficient in the art of salesmanship, but this is
not enough to exercise fully his mental faculties. In this type of
work, the body does perform some movements now and then, but
they are too slight to be of any account.
In the West, they have invented games like cricket for such
people. Another way is to observe some days in the. year as holi-
days, when more games are played, and to do some light reading
by way of mental exercise. This is one method which we may
consider. To be sure, spending time in sports does give some
exercise to the body, but exercise of this kind does nothing to im-
prove the mind. We can see the truth of this from numerous in-
stances. What proportion of men of high intellectual calibre shall
we find among those who regularly play cricket or from among the
large number who play football? In India, what do we observe as
regards the mental development of the princes who give their time
to sports ? Again, how many of those with well-developed intellec-
tual powers are sportsmen? Experience shows that highly in-
tellectual men are seldom sportsmen as well. The British nowadays
are very much given to sports. Their own poet, Kipling, has descri-
bed these sportsmen as enemies of the mind, and adds that they
will also prove theiuselves energies to their country. In Iadia? our

